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icture of the weather and water conditions of the Pacific
gcean, all shi s and all lighthouses operating in this
region should ?Ie equipped to take water temperature
and atmospheric pressure observations. These observatibns should be made available within a month of the time
they are taken, if possible a t some international establishment where they can be used immediately for the
construction of maps. -4t this bureau, there could be a
corps constantly engaged in mapping the data, getting
averages for 10-day and 30-day maps, and makmg the
computationa necessary for the construction of forecast
ma s.
8 n the research side a profitable beginning has been
made by T. Okadae and others in their investigations of
weather correlations in the Pacific re ion. In closing, I
wish to call attention to the desirabi ity of applyinm to
the Pacific certain correlations which have been woaed
out for the Atlantic Ocean. P. H. Gall6 is now making
winter temperature forecasts for central and western
Europe on the basis of the stre mth of the trade winds
during the receding May to 8ctober.D February to
March and &arch to A y l temperatures for the same
region are indicated fair well by the pressure gradient
between Copenhagen an Stykkisholm during the preceding September to January, inclusive, or by the
December water or air temperatures on the middle
Norwegian coast.’O The summer temperatures in all the
Baltic region are indicated by the wmter temperatures
of the water about Iceland; and the eneral character
of the A ril to September rainfall a t erlin, a t least, is
indicatef b the Thorshavn rainfall of the preceding
January to &arch.’l
Expressed in terms of the Pacific. region, these correlations would be as follows: The departures of the strength
of the trade wind from the normal at Hawaii during the
period May to October (perhaps earlier) may indicate a
departure of the same si in British Colombia during
the months December to ebruary following. The pressure gradient between Seattle and Dutch Harbor,
September to January, inclusive, or the December air
or water temperatures on the coast of southern Alaska
when compared with the corresponding values of t h e ear
before ma give a direct indication of the coming February to arch and March to A ril tern eratures relative
to those of the same periods of t i e year efore, which will
probably have a chance of verification greater than SO
per cent in the region west of the continental divide and
north of the forty-second parallel. Final1 , the winter
water temperatures at Dutch Harbor, a n J t h e January
to March rainfall on the south Alaskan coast may give
for the following summer a direct indication of the temperature and ramfall, respectively, for British Columbia
and Washington.
These are, necessarily, rather generalized weather indications; and in themselves may not be of much use.
They are, however, convenient as starting poinb for the
many yeam of investigation which lie ahead of us to
d e t e m n e what the meteorological conditions of the
North Pacific are, and how they may be used for malung
seasonal forecassts for the bordering lands, and with the
help of Atlantic conditions, perhaps for the whole of
North America.
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OCEAN TEMPERATUBES AND SEASONAL WEATHER IN
SOUTEEEN CALIFOBNU.

By War. E. R ~ E and
E GEO. F. MCEWEN.
(Extracts from open letter, dated La Jolla, Cal., NOT.
9,1918.)

So much does the well-being of the people of California
and the whole western United States depend on the
amount of precipitation and its time of occurrence each
season, that even small, if trustworthy, [advance] indications would be valuable.
The researches on the ocean water off the coast of
Southern California prosecuted bv the Scrip s Institution
durin the last 10 years, cou led with 8nited States
el
same time, bring t o
Weat er Blireau records for t?
light somewhat suggestive facts.
Stated very bnefly, they are these: During July,
Aumust, September, and October, 1917, the’teni erature
of h e sea at the institution averaged about 5’ ! l higher
than for the same months of the precedin nine years,
and the force. of the northwest ocean wind or the same
time was about 20 to 30 per cent below the average.
These esceptional conditions of water and w n d were
followed, as is well known, by exceptional weather
conclitions of the ensuing winter months. There was
almost no rain until January, 1918, and the total precipitation was low for all California.
The conditions of sea and wind for suninier and fall
nionths of 1918 have re eated in essential features the
conditions of those mont s for 1917.
As to the character of the data, there can be no question
so far as concerns the sea temperatures a t La Jolla for the
period of February, 1916, to the present (November,
1918). Six teni eratures a day, distributed evenly
through the 24 ours, every day in the year except
Sundays, are taken a t the outer end of the institution
pier; that is, where conditions are almost typically
oceanic. I n addition to this extensive and systematic
series of temperatures man are taken at numerous
stations near shore, and o shore to a distance of 75
to 100 miles from Point Conception to far south of
the United States-Mexico boundary line. For the
time previous to the completion and utilization of the
pier, all temperature observations were of the distributed, intermittent kind, though in the aggregate
lar e numbers were made.*
‘fhe defectiveness of the data in this case is the small
nuiiiber of years and the narrow area over which the
observations extend. To give such data high predictive
value, they would have to be estended over many years
and over a far larger portion of the ocean.
As to the question of whether there are known cases
elsewhere of connection between peculiar weather conditions on land and eculiar conditions of the ocean,
it is to be said that wh e knowledge in this field is exceedingly mea er, some of what we do possess indicates
stron@y t e existence of such connections, and that
investigations carried on lon enough and widely enough
will make possible season3 and long range weather
forecasting on the basis of a combination of atmospheric
and oceanic observations much as daily forecasts are
now made from observations on the atmosphere alone.’
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* Cf.Summa and lpter etation of hymraphlc obsmatlons made b the Sori 6
Institution for%lological gaesrch 01the Unlv. of California, 1908-1915. h v . of&.
Pubs. In Xool., Dec 8 !916 v. I(: !255-356, 1s. l-)S.--Ed
1 Those who wouidhke further informatfm relative tdocemlc condltlms and thdr
relstion to. the weather will find a popular treatment of thew subjects in Bull. No. 7,
oI the S c r z $ Institution Ior Biological Rmsesrch of the Unlverslty of Calllornia, at
La Jolla a b Ow e F YcEwan oceanographer entitled: “ O ~ n l ClrculatloU
c
and Its bear:’ ?Jpon%tt&pts to dake Seasonal h t h e r Fwearats. a Sketch of
Obsmatione%ethoda and Explanetlous.’’ The
Is now In the press and wlll
soon berendyfordbtributionbytheSorippsInstitu Ion.
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